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Abstract
The latent structure of schizotypy and psychosis-spectrum symptoms remains poorly understood.
Furthermore, molecular genetic substrates are poorly defined, largely due to the substantial resources
required to collect rich phenotypic data across diverse populations. Sample sizes of phenotypic studies
are often insufficient for advanced structural equation modeling approaches. In the last 50 years, efforts in
both psychiatry and psychological science have moved toward 1) a dimensional model of
psychopathology (e.g., the current Hierarchical Taxonomy of Psychopathology [HiTOP] initiative), 2) an
integration of methods and measures across traits and units of analysis (e.g., the RDoC initiative), and 3)
powerful, impactful study designs maximizing sample size to detect subtle genomic variation relating to
complex traits (the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium [PGC]). These movements are important to the
future study of the psychosis spectrum, and to resolving heterogeneity with respect to instrument and
population. The International Consortium of Schizotypy Research (ICSR) is composed of over 40
laboratories in 12 countries, and to date, members have compiled a body of schizotypy- and psychosisrelated phenotype data from over 30,000 individuals. It has become apparent that compiling data into a
protected, relational database and crowdsourcing analytic and data science expertise will result in
significant enhancement of current research on the structure and biological substrates of the psychosis
spectrum. The authors present a data-sharing infrastructure similar to that of the PGC, and a resourcesharing infrastructure similar to that of HiTOP. This report details the rationale and benefits of the
phenotypic data collective and presents an open invitation for participation.

Keywords: data sharing; schizotypy; schizotypal; psychosis; schizophrenia; phenotype; genetic; ICSR;
HiTOP
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Recent progress in psychiatric and psychological science underscores the need for consolidation and
meta-analysis of phenotypic and molecular data, to model the latent structure of the psychosis spectrum.
Support for this undertaking stems from the inadequacy of categorical diagnoses alone to reflect the
apparent spectrum of psychotic disorders, quickly developing dimensional conceptualizations of
psychopathology,1 the high polygenicity of psychosis symptom dimensions2 (also Bigdeli et al.,
unpublished data, 2018), and the selective role of rare variants in conferring risk for psychosis.3-5
Three initiatives, proceeding largely independently, have brought the field toward a critical juncture in
which consolidation efforts are likely to significantly improve our understanding of severe
psychopathology: the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium (PGC) has enhanced our genetic understanding
of the psychosis spectrum,6-29 the Hierarchical Taxonomy of Psychopathology consortium (HiTOP) has
endeavored to map the latent structure of psychosis,1,30 and the NIMH Research Domain Criteria (RDoC)
initiative has endeavored to develop crosswalks between multiple units of analyses (e.g., behavioral
paradigms relevant to schizotypy measures).31-38 Consolidation efforts are also consistent with the
translational aims of the Roadmap for Mental Health Research in Europe (ROAMER) project.39
As van Os et al. have recently asserted, the psychosis spectrum requires careful reconstruction.40 The
International Consortium for Schizotypy Research (ICSR) convened in March of 2017 to discuss current
research and ways to improve understanding of dimensionality and discontinuity in schizotypy and risk for
psychosis. The steering committee moved to collectively amass data and secured collaborations with the
PGC and HiTOP to ensure informed data consolidation, reflecting strategies implemented by the PGC.41
This report details further the rationale for data sharing, the advantages it provides to collaborators, and
the process by which we hope to achieve PGC-, HiTOP-, and RDoC-related aims. Broadly, the current
goal of the ICSR is to create a data resource that will continue to grow and lead to discoveries which
inform biology and nosology, improve assessment, and identify treatment targets.

Rationale for ICSR Data Sharing
There are several important reasons to amass phenotypic data on the psychosis spectrum. There is
some consensus that the current concept of “schizophrenia,” described by diagnostic guidelines and later
reified, confines research to a constantly changing “construct that does not exist.”42 Research on
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schizotypy, i.e., the latent diathesis for psychosis and psychosis-spectrum disorders,43 and schizotypal
signs and symptoms has addressed some of the problems of ‘reification’ by characterizing cognitive and
emotional facets of these symptoms across populations,44-55 and by comparing categorical high-risk
states with symptoms in non-clinical, healthy populations. But because categorical conceptualizations of
high-risk states and psychometrically-identified schizotypy can be similarly ‘reified’, symptom dimensions
should be empirically evidenced and mapped more comprehensively across a broad network of
phenotypes, with careful consideration of the differences between phenomena and symptoms as well as
assessments. Due to the heterogeneous nature of assessments, limited sampling and insufficient
statistical power to conduct appropriate structural equation modeling, this issue must be addressed with
mass collaboration.

1. Individuals identified by current psychometric approaches appear to represent a small
fraction of a heterogeneous spectrum phenotype.
Psychometrically-identified high-risk groups, based on arbitrary cut-offs, have restricted research to the
narrow view of psychotic experiences and/or extreme anhedonia (e.g., ‘Ultra-High Risk’), despite
evidence from genomic research that such individuals are a small sample of the psychosis spectrum.
Subthreshold psychosis spectrum symptoms should be redefined and supplemented to improve
prediction of actual onset of psychosis in the general population.
The structure of psychosis and related sequelae, within a hierarchical model such as HiTOP, remains
relatively undefined compared with other dimensional components of personality and
internalizing/externalizing disorders.1,56 Addressing this concern requires enhanced quantitative
approaches to refining what we consider to be schizotypal traits, ideally involving network, longitudinal
growth curve, and machine learning approaches—all of which are impossible with the currently limited
availability of psychosis-spectrum phenotypic data. This also requires careful attention to the constructs
involved and their conceptualization.57-60

2. Psychiatric traits and symptoms are genetically complex, and light phenotyping is inherent to
large genomic efforts
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Using very large samples collected for genomic mega-analysis, we experience the drawbacks of
necessarily lighter phenotyping—dramatically abbreviated scales, or even the use of a single item--and a
reduced diversity of clinical and behavioral data. It has become apparent that very small numbers of items
are needed to economically test genomic relationships in large epidemiological studies, and the PGC
working groups are interested in careful psychometric validation of such items. With many different
datasets, measures, methods, and populations compiled for side-by-side comparison, the field is better
able to identify effective items using methods such as CFA and IRT. Moreover, items may be tailored to
culture or clinical population (case, pedigree, college student). One deliverable advance stemming from
this effort is developmental and testing support from involved PIs for a web application that may be used
in large-scale epidemiological studies. Not only will replicable findings on the validity and utility of items
be useful to the PGC, but these efforts will in turn inform phenotypic measurement.

3. Schizotypy may easily vary by genomic profile, and rare genomic features could isolate key
symptom dimensions
Genetic subtyping of psychosis-spectrum disorders is highly desirable if it can lead to more accurate
classification, early prediction, and effective pharmacological interventions.61 We observe in genomic
psychosis-spectrum research that 1) traits are highly polygenic, and yet 2) specific rare variants result in
psychosis despite low genome-wide polygenic risk for schizophrenia.5
Genetic subtyping of complex psychiatric traits has been slow to develop, but is moving forward in
autism spectrum disorder research, where many probands in dense pedigrees inherit rare variants which
disproportionally affect cognitive ability.62 It is possible that probands with rare mutations will have
symptoms similar to those with more typical genetic profiles, but this is not a certainty, and the degree to
which probands are atypical is facilitated by modeling the genetic and phenotypic heterogeneity of
individuals with autism spectrum disorders.63 The same can be said for schizophrenia. The genome is
increasingly examined as a dimensional measure (rather than inspected for genome-wide significant hits)
to characterize schizophrenia risk, and this is leading to findings relevant to classification.25,64-66 These
methods, although advancing, remain hindered by over-reliance on categorical diagnosis. We can
facilitate informed decisions about clinically meaningful differences within the psychosis spectrum after
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proper symptom data consolidation efforts across multiple research groups, integrating family history,
personality, and developmental data.

4. Dimensional data are statistically powerful, and some categorical measures can harmonize
with dimensional measures.
It is now established that schizotypal symptom expression, as currently measured, is detectable across
the general population, in biological relatives, and in probands, and can be better characterized using a
quantitative dimensional approach than a dichotomous distinction made with arbitrary cut points.58,67 To
date, the ‘Ultra High Risk’ characterization has had moderate clinical utility, and ‘schizotypy’ categorical
distinctions have been useful insofar as measures have leveraged several phenotypes at once to gather
additional evidence of dimensionality across healthy and clinical populations.68-81 Again, assumptions that
the endophenotype is any less complex or heterogeneous than schizophrenia itself should be avoided,82
and can lead to premature attempts at parsing symptom factors. Reviews of the literature that integrate
studies using dimensional measures have proven to be a promising start,58,83-87 but with harmonization of
measures across large numbers of samples, and proper assessment of measurement invariance, we can
begin to build statistically powerful models of causation and genome/environment interactions.
In psychiatry, the movement toward a dimensional framework for defining and diagnosing psychiatric
illness is well established and appears to be a more reliable and comprehensive model than the DSM-5
and ICD-10 categorical framework.1,88 However, psychosis-spectrum conditions prove problematic in the
typical internalizing/externalizing dimensional framework, leading researchers to propose and test a
distinct psychosis dimension.30,89,90
There is a need for clarity regarding how this psychosis dimension ought to be structured. One camp
suggests a return to the model which preceded Kraepelin’s classification of 2 types of psychosis.91 This
would create a single, unifying dimension of psychosis which encompasses both of Kraepelin’s
distinctions,92 and indeed there is ample evidence to suggest that the conditions of psychosis share
common genetic and environmental factors.93 However, a singular psychosis dimension may also fail to
capture the complexity of a given condition. Multiple studies have found that a 5-dimensional structure,
including dimensions labeled internalizing, disinhibited externalizing, antagonistic externalizing,
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detachment, and thought disorder, better harmonizes with existing categorical diagnoses.94-96 Yet other
researches have sought to blend the parsimony of a single dimension with the nuance of a 5-dimensional
structure using a bi-factor model in which a general psychosis dimension is assessed first, and then used
as a guide for assessment by the 5 specific symptom dimensions. 97,98 The efforts of ICSR will further
inform these findings and evaluate current proposed models.

5. The clinic: Current high-risk classification approaches are not sufficient to understand risk
Field evidence has yet to justify a DSM risk syndrome category, with only 11% meeting criteria for UHR
classification developing psychosis in one study,99 and 39% in another.100 Inclusion of an attenuated
psychosis syndrome into the full text of DSM-5.1 is still being debated.101 The best psychometricallyguided predictors in non-clinical populations, outside of family history, are extreme scores on symptom
surveys, and even they do not predict actual psychosis at high rates. Negative schizotypy studies find an
impressive 24% of students with (categorical) extreme social anhedonia develop schizophrenia-spectrum
psychopathology, but not typically psychosis. In general, schizotypy measures in predicting psychosis
have been underwhelming (for review of this literature, see 85). Family and molecular genetic studies have
provided evidence that dimensionally-measured negative symptoms may hold predictive utility55, 80, 102, 103,
68, 104, 105

but again, phenotyping in genomic studies thus far has been light, or samples too small, to

adequately examine the genomic architecture of psychosis-related symptom dimensions.
The take-home message of this research is 1) family history predicts general psychopathology, 2)
subthreshold symptoms of a psychosis-spectrum disorder predict symptoms of the disorder, 3) there is
little diagnostic specificity with regard to prediction, and 4) the more prevalent the disorder, the greater
role environment plays in etiology. Given these points, perpetuating the literature on clinically-measured
high risk without refining the phenotype is unlikely to improve research on early intervention.
One function of the ICSR can be to better operationalize phenotypes in accordance with dimensional
models, and to improve understanding of the relation of schizotypy to other psychosis spectrum
phenomenology, e.g., of UHR and frank psychosis. Language, social behavior, emotional expression,
beliefs, perceptual experience and emotional response can all be reduced to behavioral function, and
these can be normed using large international samples. Relatedly, an advantage of the effort is to explore
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the role of culture on illness expression and phenotype. The ICSR is well poised to accomplish this, given
that it is truly international and intercultural.
The NIMH, PGC, HiTOP, and ICSR are moving toward a framework that is more compatible with
dimensional biological risk, and the UHR/FHR research community is encouraged to collaborate with
these efforts to improve clinical outcomes. Importantly, the addition of dimensional measures is meant to
enhance our understanding of the latent structure of psychosis and psychosis risk, but not mire us in
assumptions about diagnosis or dimension.

An Open Invitation
Three primary steps of this initiative are illustrated in Figure 1. Data distributions are examined and
large matrices of data used to develop empirically-driven covariance structures. Models will implicate
facets of schizotypy and psychosis-related symptoms relevant to specific intervention targets, and will be
assessed relative to genomic findings. These data will include both clinical and psychometric measures.
With larger sample sizes, CFA, SEM, IRT, machine learning and other relevant methods may be
implemented to validate models of latent structure.
The ICSR requires a massive, collective effort to obtain and maintain data to facilitate efficient analysis
and replication. This initiative is facilitated in part by Anna Docherty’s cluster farm and by the Utah Center
for Genomic Discovery (UCGD), a University of Utah initiative to integrate patient genome information into
health care and develop tools for genome interpretation. Together this accounts for 2.5 PB of disc
storage. There is a core team of six on-site data scientists and analysts, including authors Anna Docherty,
John Anderson, Andrey Shabalin, and Daniel Adkins. Computing space, resources for proband and
extended pedigree data collection, and an active undergraduate data collection are available to
collaborative PIs. The authors of this publication themselves share broad skill sets and actively seek
collaboration with other interested PIs.
"Schizotypy" is a complex, multidimensional construct, whose dimensions differ widely both in the
degree and specificity with which they reflect genetic liability to schizophrenia.67 Thus to date, our
consolidated data come from multiple community, risk, family, and case populations. 30 of our
collaborators share clinical and/or cognitive data from first-degree biological relatives, 19 share college
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student data, and 21 share community data. Most have also collected data in cases, with measures that
can be harmonized and meta-analyzed. The ICSR has amassed approximately 40,000 samples with
clinical phenotype data including items from schizotypy and schizotypal personality assessments. We
hope to double samples over the following year and plan to apply for additional external funding. These
data and measures will be characterized in a first publication with all collaborators.
A portal for participation is housed on the ICSR website, at srconsortium.org. PIs or institutions may use
this website to contact the data sharing facilitators. Participation includes invitation to collaborate on
analyses and publication of scientific findings. Projects will be managed in the same way data analytics
are handled within PGC, such that individuals and research teams submit proposals to analyze data. One
example analysis by the ICSR and PGC may be focused on item refinement for future genomic research
using smartphone applications. Another study will pilot items in a genetic study of undergraduate
samples.
We draw attention to the precedent of the PGC to effectively organize and collaborate on a large scale.
This is done with adherence to common principles described in the inaugural publication.41 Participating
members will use identical guidelines and are in active consultation with the PGC Director Patrick Sullivan
to promote external review of the collaborative.
With the introduction of spectrum phenotypes in DSM5, the field is better positioned to synthesize
research to refine signs and symptoms. Impactful psychosis research in the present day reflects collective
efforts to understand 1) the genetic architecture of psychosis, and 2) the latent structure of the psychosis
spectrum. These efforts can be symbiotic and benefit both genomic and phenotypic research.
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